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“Without
Education
it is complete
darkness
and with
Education
it is light.
Education
is a matter of
Life.”
- Jinnah

Message

I

am delighted that Government College Phuleli
Hyderabad is celebrating its 100th birth
anniversary this year. It must be an enviable
occasion for not only the management and
students of the college, but also for the people of
the province. I would like to compliment the
Principal, the faculty and the students for attaining
this honour. It is, indeed, a matter of great pride
that for the past 100 years the college has done
commendable work in providing excellent
education to thousands of children of the province.
The Publication of the Centennial Souvenir, on the
eve of their centenary celebrations, is an additional
feather in the Phulelians cap. It is, of course, an
inspiring addition in the golden history of the
college which reflects its past glory. The Souvenir, I
am sure, will not only be a record of the
reminiscences of the old Phulelians but it will also
serve as an inspirational document for the young
Phulelians.
My best wishes are for the Principal, the Faculty,
the Editorial Board and the young Phulelians who
are exerting themselves to make the timely
publication of the Phuleli possible.

Syed Murad Ali Shah
Chief Minister, Sindh
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Message

I

t is quite inspiring to learn that Government
College Phuleli Hyderabad, one of the renowned
educational institutions of the country, is
completing 100 years of its establishment this year.
It is always a proud moment in the life of an
institution to reach such an enviable bench mark.
The publication of the Centennial Souvenir on this
occasion reflects how committed and motivated
the Phulelian are to preserve their historic treasure.
In case of Government College Hyderabad, its
reputation as an outstanding institution is evident
from a long chain of meritorious men it has
produced since its inception in 1917. And the college
continues to produce hundred of scholars every
year who continue to excel in their respective
fields.
I hope the Souvenir will be a historic document
which will reflect its glorious past.
Here I must congratulate the Principal and his
talented team for their untiring efforts to make the
Phuleli a reality and convey my best wishes to all
the young Phulelians.

Muhammad Zubair
Governor Sindh
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Message

I

have come to know that the academic year 2017
marks the 100th birth anniversary of
Government College Phuleli Hyderabad Sindh.
And the publication of the Centennial Souvenir on
this eventful occasion certainly reflects its enviable
past. I wish to congratulate the Principal, the
faculty, past and present students of this prime
educational institution for having lived up to their
glorious traditions throughout not less than many
decades.
It is, indeed, an honor for any institution to have
successfully completed its 100 years. I must
felicitate the citizens of Hyderabad for having such
an outstanding institution.
The role played by the Government College
Hyderabad in the overall development of the
personality of its students through various
academic, co-curricular and cultural activities taking
place in the college is highly commendable. Many
of its alumni have won great name and fame in
their respective fields and havebrightened the
name of their alma mater.
I wish you all the best for achieving greater success
and scaling newer heights in your academic career
ahead.

Dr. Jam Mehtab Dahar
Minister Education
& Literacy Department,
Government of Sindh
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Message

I

am quite happy to learn that my Alma matter,
Government College (Phuleli) Hyderabad is marking
the hundred years of its establishment this year. This
is, indeed, a great honor in the life of an institution
which has contributed greatly to the cause of spreading
quality education in the country. The publication of the
Souvenir on the occasion of the centennial celebration
is, no doubt, a reflection of its rich tradition. As an old
student of this premier institution, I really feel great
pride in having remained the part of it during my
academic career.
This is a memorable occasion. It marks the history of this
glorious institution. I would like to congratulate the
principal, the faculty and the students on this auspicious
occasion and hope that they will continue to evert
themselves to rank this institution among the best of
the best institutions of the country. My sincere prayers
and best wishes are for my dear young Phulelians who, I
am sure, will spare no stone unturned to make their
Alma matter an enviable institution of the country. May
GOD bless you all!.

Dr. Sikander Mandhro
Minister Health, Religious Affairs, Zakat &Ushr
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Message

I

really feel over joyed to know that my
alama mater is celebrating its Centenary.
Government College Hyderabad, is a
highly respected name in the list of
Educational Institutions of Sindh.
Its magnificent gardens, spacious class
rooms, beautiful library, well equipped
laboratories and play grounds are simply unforgettable. The historical canal, Phuleli, on
the bank of which this college is situated, has
its own charm and beauty specially during
summer.
I hope the college will keep its good
traditions alive and will continue to be a
model institution by maintaining high
standards of Education.
I congratulate the Principal, the faculty,
young Phulelians and all those who have
worked day and night to make the
CENTENARY CELEBRATION a success.

Muhammad Suhail Rajput
Principle Secretary to
Chief Minister Sindh
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Message

I

am happy to learn that Government College
Hyderabad is completing 100 years of its
existence on 1st October, 2017. The publication
of the Centennial Souvenir on this historic occasion
reflects the committment and devotion of the
management and the students to preserve their
history.
It is always a proud moment for an institution to
reach at such an important position. The reputation
of Government College Hyderabad as an
outstanding educational institution is very much
evident from the hundred years long service it has
provided to the nation in the fields of educational,
social, cultural and sports sectors.
I take this opportunity to congratulate and extend
my sincere wishes to the Principal, the Faculty and
students of this premier institution for having lived
up to this rich tradition throughout the century.
Wish you all the best dear Phulelians

Dr. Pervaiz Ahmed Seehar
Secretary Education
& Literacy Department,
Government of Sindh
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Message

G

overnment College Hyderabad is the
foremost institution of higher education

and learning. Even when colleges have

sprung up almost everywhere now, this College, I
am happy to note, has still managed to keep its
head and shoulders above all. It has never failed to
produce high achievers securing top positions
which is very an achievement in a period when
standards everywhere else have generally nosedived.
I take this opportunity to congratulate everyone
connected with this respected institution and wish
them a happy centenary.

Prof. Dr. Mirza Imam Ali Baig
Regional Director Colleges
Hyderabad
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Message

A

s I reminisce over the hundred glorious years
of Government College Hyderabad's
existence and growth, my heart is filled with
the mixed feelings of pleasure, pride and gratitude
for the fertile soil the college provides to the
seekers of light who enter its portals for the first
time, and leave as responsible human beings. I am
very pleased because Government College
Hyderabad, one of the top most educational
institutions of the country, is marking the
Centenary of its establishment on 1st October, 2017.
I feel great pride because I have had an honor of
being the bona fide student of this Nursery of
Scholars. Last but not the least, I humbly thank the
Lord of the lords for affording me an opportunity
to occupy the most coveted position in this
enviable institution and repay the debt of gratitude
I personally owe to this great seat of learning.
My association with Government College
Hyderabad dates back to the year 1977, when I
entered the portals of this grand Alma Mater as a
first year fresher. The college afforded me great
opportunity of not only enriching my academic
experience but also enlightened my soul to attain
future successes.
As a Principal, I have had an honor of anchoring this
ship of knowledge since 2015. I have shouldered
this responsibility with a resolve to take
Government College Hyderabad ever forward on
the path of progress and prosperity, and leave to
posterity an institution of world repute.
Government College Hyderabad, today, symbolizes
commitment to the attainment of all-round
educational excellence and personality
development of the students. We aim at
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transforming an individual through
education. We teach, train, mould and
make him a meritorious man.
It is the result of our hundred years'
selfless service, and devotion and
dedication of our pioneers that the
unanimous resolution have been passed by
the Sindh Assembly to upgrade
Government College Hyderabad to a
University. Honorable Sayed Murad Ali
Shah, Chief Minister Sindh has been very
kind to honor the resolution by giving
directions to the concerned departments
to do the preliminary work in the meeting,
specially convened to discuss the
Government College Hyderabad University.
He will, hopefully, make the formal
announcement of the University on the
eve of the centenary celebrations of the
college in October this year.
This is an occasion not only to thank the
Lord for the enormous good that has been
accomplished during these hundred years
but also to recall with gratitude so many
men who have been instrumental in its
growth and progress. The centenary
celebrations also inspire us to remember
with gratitude the dedication and
commitment of its scholarly and generous
founders who laid the foundation of this
glorious institution.
I take this opportunity to extend my
heartfelt congratulations to all the
Phulelians, both the teachers and the
taught, the citizens of Hyderabad and all

the well wishers on this auspicious
occasion. I would also like to remember
and thank all the past principals, teachers
and students who have worked hard to
make Government College Hyderabad
what it is today.
The publication of the Souvenir on this
occasion is, indeed, a token of gratitude
we all owe to this great center of
excellence. The talented team of the
Phulelians, led by Prof. Nazir Ahmed
Qasmi, have accomplished this task well
within the time. I am really indebted to all
of them.
Not least among those to whom I would
specially like to thank are Sayed Murad Ali
Shah, CM Sindh, Mr. Jam Mehtab Dahar,
provincial Education Minister, Mr. Suhail
Ahmed Rajput, principal Secretary Sindh,
Mr. Parvez Ahmed Seehar, Secretary
College Education, Sindh, Mirza Imam Ali
Baig, Director College Education
Hyderabad Region, Mr. Sabir Kaimkhani,
MPA Sindh, Mr. Abdul Rahman Rajput, ExMPA and president alumni Association
Government College Hyderabad, and
friends and colleagues. But for their
sincere support and genuine efforts the
realization of our cherished dreams would
not have been possible.
On this historic occasion I wish the college
everlasting success and eternal prosperity.

Prof. Dr. Nasiruddin Shaikh

Principal
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Message

I

take this opportunity to congratulate my alma
mater, Government College Hyderabad, on
reaching its Centenary of establishment.

It is a source of great pride for me to be associated
with and to be an alumni of such an exceptional
educational institute.
Government College Hyderabad has excelled in the
education it has provided many individuals of Sindh
since it's inception. The Alumni include individuals
that can be counted amongst the foremost
thinkers, business persons, politicians, economists,
agriculturalists and others of Sindh. To be counted
amongst such a diverse and vast network of Alumni
is truly an honor and a matter of great pride for
each one of Government College Hyderabad's
students, both past and present.
I offer my sincere congratulations to the
management of Government College Hyderabad on
completing one hundred years and pray for its
unprecedented success, going forward, for
countless years to come.

Kazi Asad Abid
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Message

I

am very pleased to learn that Government College
(Phuleli) Hyderabad is bringing out a Souvenir on
the occasion of its centennial celebrations. This, I
believe, must be a historic document which will,
hopefully, reflect the past glory of this renowned
institution. Government College (Phuleli) Hyderabad
stands among the top educational institutions of the
country which has not only lit the lamp of knowledge
in the province of Sindh, but has also benefited the
country at large by producing many meritorious men
who have brightened the name of Pakistan wherever
they have represented their motherland. The alumni of
this grand College have also not let their Alma matter
down. Their talents, skills and services have been
widely acknowledged. Of course, it is the result of the
teaching and training they received here that they have
been able to compete in their professional life.
I must appreciate the organizers for the efforts and
hard work they have put in to make the timely
publication of the souvenir possible, and hope that
such golden tradition of the publication of the Souvenir
shall continue to grow.
My prayers and best wishes are for this glorious
institution and for the young Phulelians. May ALLAH
bless them all!

Abdul Hameed Memon
Ex-Vice Chancellor
Shah Abdul Latif University, Khairpur
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Message

I

feel great pleasure in extending my heartfelt
felicitations to the Principal, Faculty and the
students of Government College Phuleli Hyderabad
on the eventful publication of the Centennial Souvenir
on the eve of the centenary celebrations of their
renowned institution. Government College Phuleli
Hyderabad, as I have come to learn, has over the years
achieved continuing success in serving the cause of
education in the province. It is one of such pioneer
institutions of learning which has laid the sound
foundation for all the succeeding educational
institutions.
It has, no doubt, made its mark in academic, sports and
cultural fields and helped the students develop all
round personalities, retaining the beauty of mind and
intellect as well as of soul. I am sure the college will
play a meaningful role in the more challenging times
ahead, translating the dreams of the people of the area
into reality.
I pray for the future growth and prosperity of the
college and wish the management, staff and students
all the success in the years to come.

Mazharul Haq Siddiqui
Ex-Vice Chancellor
University of Sindh, Jamshoro
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Message

I

nstitutional, Academic and Social Life
memories form a treasure you cherish
throughout your life going back in past as
asked by Prof. Qasmi Sahb for Government
College, Hyderabad, you have to travel in
memory lane to take us back for more than
fifty years, but suddenly a great help came up
from Prof. Qasmi himself for his unbelievable
effort to trace back my admission form for first
year along with the photographs with precise
age which was 15 Years, 2 Months and 25 Days
in 1964. The photograph may be just about
mimicking the present day configuration (but
it is very cute as he put it hardly any more). I
must specially thank Prof. Nazir Qasmi Sahb
for that.
College started by Annie Besant later Nadir
Shah Eduji Dinshaw National College as Dya
Ram Gidu Mal National College & finally the
present Government College - "Too good to be
forgotten" - extending my heartfelt
congratulations to all the proud new and old
scholars of this alma matter and the faculty
and personnel who had immense contribution
for the legitimacy and authority which
Institution has established over a period of
century.
My memories may stretch from day one when
although I had my form filled in for
Mathematics group which was not very strong
area for me anyway a highly convincing
counseling by the then Vice Principal Prof. Ali
Osat of Zoology changed my mind to Biology
for which I shall always be grateful to him and
had no regrets what so ever.
Highly renowned and powerful Institution in
country with quality faculty and education the
future was fully secure and guaranteed so it
was, ultimately privileged to be Founder Vice
Chancellor of first ever Medical University of
Pakistan Liaquat University of Medical &
Health Sciences and Chief Executive of yet
another Institution / University (Indus Medical
College) at my own home town, Tando
Muhammad Khan.

Decades of
sixties perhaps
the best period
with excellence
in education,
economy peace
and harmony,
country had
proud place in
world. The
Government
College had the
top ranking
faculty with
Muhammad All
Khan little hard
of hearing but a
very shrewd
administrator
indeed and the
great teachers
likes of Prof. Idris
Khan (Teacher of
my children too) Butt of Botany, Fasih,
Jamil Khanzada & Fakhurdin Baloch of
Chemistry and Abdul Ali Qalbani, great scholar
and authority in subject of Sindhi, would
ensure the best of Academics, healthy
environments, peaceful union election,
cultural events, stage dramas like "Leela
Chanesar" vividly remember, inundated with
verses of Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai, scholars of
old and new hostels were bound to have
honours in Annual Examinations and pursue
their long time carrier ambitions, all in all life
was full of joy and happiness, whereas the past
is much glorious present does pose some
challenges to the present stalwarts, however
we all must join hands to take this great
Institution to University the place it richly
deserves.
Thank you Government College once again for
all what we are today.

Prof. Jan Muhammad A. Memon

Former Vice Chancellor (Founder)
LUMHS, Jamshoro
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Message

T

his is a great moment in my life, that I am
sending a good will message for the souvenir,
being published on the occasion of the
Centenary Celebrations of the greatest educational
institution of Sindh, "Government Boys College,
Hyderabad Sindh."
This college has remained Alma mater of countless
person, male and female, who got education from
it and served the country thereafter.
I m also proud to say that my father, late
Kazi Mohammad Laik, has been declared as the
oldest Muslim student of this great institution as
per available record and documents.
I wish this great institution, a prosperous future to
keep on serving the people of this region.

Prof. Dr. Kazi Khadim Hussain
Director Allama Ghulam Mustafa Qasmi Chair
& Former Dean of the Faculty of Arts,
University of Sindh,
Jamshoro
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Message

I

t is an exciting and a remarkable time for us to
celebrate the completion of 100 years of truly lifechanging education service by the Government
College Hyderabad, Sindh – a premier institution
established by renowned philanthropists Mrs. Annie
Besant in October 1917.
I am delighted to note that the status of Government
College Hyderabad is being raised to that of an
independent University. The faculty, administration and
the Government of Sindh deserves compliments and
heartfelt felicitation on this remarkable achievement
which was long overdue. My own association as an
Alumni of Government College Hyderabad during the
period 1964-1968 makes me feel nostalgic about my
past. While writing this message today this momentous
event reminds me of the untiring commitment and
countless effort of number of dedicated teachers,
personnel, philanthropists and students since its
foundation in 1917. Every corner of this institution is a
living testimony of its evolution from a simple “Sind
National Arts College” to now an announced full fledge
University.
In this journey we need to address the challenges that
higher education is experiencing in Pakistan. We must do
our best in the preparation of academic and other plans
that shapes our ambitions; affirms our mission, values,
and vision; and ensures that Government College,
Hyderabad will be the best educational institution in the
country.
Therefore, it is my earnest desire to see that this mother
institution continues to get better with age and I look
forward to celebrating many more milestones of its
achievement. Congratulations, once again for all that has
been achieved in 100 years and best wishes for the
future Insha Allah.

Prof. Dr. Iqbal Bhangar
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Editorial

I

t is a feeling of immense pride and extreme
joy that our renowned institution,
Government College Hyderabad, is
completing 100 years of its enviable existence,
and we are very lucky to witness that
happening. We convey our heartfelt
felicitations to our worthy principal,
colleagues, young Phulelians and the alumni
on this historic occasion of the Centenary
Celebrations.
The publication of the Centennial Souvenir is a
token of gratitude that we all owe to this great
Nursery of scholars. However, it must be
mentioned that it is a Special Edition, the
complete volume of the Centennial Souvenir
will be brought out later which will record all
the events of our Centenary celebration.
Making of this Souvenir has passed through
many tough phases of collecting, sorting,
editing and publishing the material. All this
would not have been possible without the
commitment, devotion and dedication of our
team members.
I convey my gratitude to every member of my
team for his untiring efforts, and to all those
who have contributed, some way or the other,
in the publication process. My special thanks
are to our honorable principal Prof. Dr.
Nasiruddin Shaikh for the trust he reposed in
us and the cooperation he has extended to us
in the accomplishment of our task.
May these Centenary festivities further inspire
our minds and soul and mark a new beginning
of still greater achievements and success.
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Prof: Nazeer Qasmi

Prof: Saleem Mughal

Prof: Nazakat Nizamani

Prof: Masood Siddiqui

Recollections

'

Good old days' is an adage with which I always relate myself
with when it comes to reminiscing the time that I spent at
the Government College Hyderabad. It always is a dream of
every school going child to be a student at college level and
enter a world of a different kind.
My dream was fulfilled when I matriculated from the
Government High School in 1954 and joined the college. There
were not many educational institutions then in Hyderabad.
Government College was one which everyone aimed to be a
part of to study to have degree in science or in arts.
Besides the institutions had extra-ordinary facilities for sports
of every kind, but cricket being the most prominent and
popular because nearly every year the college won the intercollegiate final which more than often was against the arch
rivals, the Liaquat medical College situated then in the
premises of the Civil Hospital next to another old and famous
Noor Mohammad School.
Even before I joined the college I would occasionally visit with
friends to watch inter-collegiate cricket matches especially the
final which was always attended by the elites of the city and
heavily supported by the female students of the college who
would come in hoards to cheer the players.
The college when I entered had co-education with most of the
school leaving girls like the boys will join the Government
College for pre-medical education and also the arts faculty
which was across the main college building next to the cricket
ground.
There was also Nazareth College for girls down at the bottom
of Tilak Incline where St. Mary School and St. Bonaventure
were popular places for students.
On one such visit to the Government College as a schoolboy I
watched Bismillah Khan of the LMC make a fighting century
against the college but in a lost cause because our college
always won the final.
As a schoolboy cricketer I was fascinated and aimed to join the
cricket team of the college after leaving school which I did and
also once led them to victory by an innings against the LMC.
Hundreds of people were present including girls, my class

Qamar Ahmed
Cricket Writer & Broadcaster

fellows who cheered me
and the team when I in
difficult circumstances
scored a century in the
final against LMC to win
the championship for the
third time in a row.
Adrian Duarte was our
principal who lived next
the main gate of the
college and later years
there were Professor Jilani
and Professor Mohammad
Ali as the principals of the
college.
I was a biology student
who later changed to arts
faculty because of my
involvement with cricket
with college and with
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Sindh at first-class level. Ittat Hussain from
Hirabad was a prominent fast bowler who
played against India and also against MCC at
the Rani Bagh in the middle of the fifties. We
had both joined the college in the same year.
Nothing savory happened at the college
despite girls being our class fellows. Of
course the romantics always tried.
But I remember that before I joined the
college there was a horrific incident involving
two youngsters of the college and their
fellow female student. It became the talk of
the town. Two boys shot at each other one
night next to the vacant land of Central Jail
where Zubaida College now stands to win
over their fellow college student's heart.

One died on the spot the other survived and
was later acquitted after a long court battle.
The gentleman is still in Hyderabad and
played under me at college level and interuniversity level. All the three should remain
nameless. The girl involved became a doctor
and lives in USA. It shocked us all in the city.
The college was visited by Shakespearean
Dramatic Academy from UK while I was there
and staged 'Midsummer Night's Dream' and
the college dramatic society staged a play
'Chote Nawab' which a young actor called
Mohammad Ali who later became a matinee
idol of Pakistan screen. He was my next door
neighbor next to the Old University and we
had passed matric the same year in 1954.

The Cricket XI (1956-57)
Sitting (L to R): Rafiq Subzwari, Qamar Ahmed, Prof. Muhammad Ali Khan (Principal), Itaat Hussain (Captain),
Saeed Kazi, Hassan Raza Jafri, Razaullah Khan, Qaseem Baig Chughtai.
Standing (L to R): Hussain Baloch, Mahmood Hassan, Ijaz Ali Shah, Jamshaid Malik, Masroor Hassan,
Muhammad Farooq, Nazar Ali Khoja.
Result:
Five Day Match (Final) Government College defeated L.M.C in 1957 at Government College
Cricket Ground. Mr. Qamar Ahmed made 143 match winning inning.
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Two years senior to me in school and in
college Mustafa Qureshi also became film
star. The there were men like Syed Qamar
Zaman Shah, a nice human being and fine
debator like Ishrat Hussain who later joined
the World Bank and became Governor of
State Bank of Pakistan and Dean of IBA, he
was two years senior to me.
There was Saeed Kazi, his elder brother
Haleem Kazi. Saeed became president of
National Bank of Pakistan. He was a lefthanded batsman and played for college, a
nephew of Mr Ayub Khuro. Haleem became a
doctor and married politician and literary
figure Ms hameeda Khuro.
My another class fellow from school to
college to University Manzar Akbar became a
PCS officer. Professor Azhar Hussain became
an eminent surgeon and Mohammad Idrees
Khan became a principal of the college in
later years.
Our teachers then Professor Nasir Raza of
Zoology department. Professors Iyre and
Khokhar in physics, Professor Feroze Yousuf
in chemistry and Professor Aftab later to
become a principal were loved by the
students for their devotion to them in
studies and in their interest in sports.
Values were different then and there was a
lot of respect for the teachers and and even
for classmates.
The Phuleli canal next to the college was
always full to the brim and some of the
students would dive into it to cross it
swimming to impress the female students at
times risking their lives in high waves.
Next to the college was another attraction, a
Dholandas guava orchard where students
would venture to to rampage it despite the
guards protest.. But that was all fun of being
a student at the college level.

I remember once the Pir of Pagara Shah
Mardan Shah visited the college to play a
cricket match against us. The college
premises was annundated with his followers
who had pitched their tents and camps
outside the route to the college to have a
sight of their spiritual leader.
During the time I was there were others who
like me made the grade in cricket and then
play for the province at first-class level. Rafiq
Kazi, Masroor Hasan. Moazam Hasan,
Jamshed Malik, Muttaqi Hasan, Akhtar
Hussain, Zafar Ali Khan, Usman Saheb, Rafiq
Subzwari who donned the college colours.
I would say that at all level we excelled. I
became a BBC cricket correspondent, lived in
London 47 years and travelled the world
covering cricket for BBC, Reuters, AFP, The
Daily Telegraph, The Times, The Guardian and
wrote in Wisden Alamanack' the bible of the
game and for other publications of the
world.
Covered over 400 Tests, 732 ODI's and eight
World Cups as writer and commentator. I
was the only Asian commentator of the 1992
World Cup for TV New Zealand which
Pakistan won under Imran Khan.
I graduated though from Sind University in
English literature, my time at the college was
a memorable one to say the least.
I notice now that interest in sports and other
activities remain as vibrant with Professor
Nasir Sheikh as principal and Nazir Qasmi,
Saleem Mughal and his colleagues sharing
the progress.
I can only say we have all benefitted from the
old institution which is now celebrating
hundred years and vying to be a university
which they deserve no doubt.
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I

want to give highest regards the Alumni Association that
they provided me the opportunity to put some old
memories on the occasion of Centenary (100 years) of
Government College, Hyderabad.
I forget to put a great memory, thus in 1954 the college held a
Urdu Mushaira and the college had a great legend poet of
India late Jigar Muradabadi, who delivered his poem (Nazam)
for the students, that reminds of great academic situation of
college. Please put this somewhere in memories.
I am Dr. Shahabuddin Ahmed, son of late Dr. M.A Baqui. I want
to revive some old memories of Government College, Kali
Mori.
I joined this great institution of Sindh, situated at the bank of
Phuleli canal with a wonderful surrounding. When I joined this
college in 1952 and passed out my intermediate in 1954.
Those two years of a great institution of Sindh named
Government College, Kali Mori, what a wonderful place it was
in the leadership of Dr. Adrian Duarte as a principal. He was
great academician and a administrator. This college produced
great people of Sindh.
The college used to have great academic atmosphere with
sports. Every year there was inter-collegiate competition of
cricket, football and many other sports events.
We used to have every year English debate, inter Pakistan. The
trophy of the debate was always won by Government College.
The wife of the principal was also a great lady, always helping
the students. Actually it was boys and girls college, who had
wonderful atmosphere for co-education.
The college building had two portion, on the right side was
science section and on left Arts section. Behind the college
premises, ground for all types of games, we had a wonderful
tennis court on the right portion of college, behind the
boundary wall was a Dholandas garden, from where in recess
we used to pick gova (Amrood) and fruit, and then the garden
Mali used to ran after us, it was great fun.
I represented the college in Cricket and football, the
surrounding of college area was very beautiful which is now
unseen. Today we have to find where is college as it is now
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surrounded by jungle of
populated and small streets
and bazaars, which should
not have happen this is very
unfortunate. Often I visit
for Alumni function which
always reminds me of old
days. I left this college after
passing out intermediate
and joined LMC and
graduated as Doctor in
1959-60.
But I cannot forget
beautiful days of mother
college which made my
career as professional
doctor. I shall always
admire and remember this
great institution of Sindh.
Long Live Government
College Kali Mori, my
almamater.
Thanks

A Glance at
College History

B

eing established on 1st October 1917,
Government College Hyderabad is
one of the oldest educational
institutes of Pakistan. It was founded by
Dr. Annie Besant who was President of
International Theosophical Society. Being
contemplated by a renowned group of
philanthropists and the elite of the city,
the institute was under the aegis of a trust
“Diwan Metharam Gidumal Darmada
Trust” which initially donated Rupees One
Lac. The college was named as SIND
NATIONAL ARTS COLLEGE HYDERABAD. In
order to establish the institute, a chunk of
64 acres of cultivated land adjacent to
Phuleli canal was donated by Seth Pertab
Rai Manghar Singh.
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Chronological Review of College History (1917-2017)
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Flashback
Inauguration of the College on 1st October 2017 at Annie Besant Hall, Hyderabad

Standing (L to R): 1. Mr. Kewalram,
Sitting (L to R):
3. Mr. Jamshed,
Ground (L to R): 2. Shewakram Santdas,

2. Mr. H.C. Kumar,
4. Mr. Hiranand,
3. Dayaram Santdas

3. Mr. Jethmal,
6. Mrs. Wood,

9. Mr. Gopaldas,
10. Mr. Santdas
7. Mr. Wood (Principal), 12. Mr. Iyer

Inauguration of Narain Dialdas Hall
(1936)

Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto with the Principal and
Office Bearer of 'Students' Union' GCH, 1961-1962.

H.E Sir Lancelot Graham & Lady Graham with the
members of the college board and members of staff.

Allama I.I. Kazi delivering speech
during Inauguration of College Union, GCH.

Dramatic Society - Fancy Dress Competition - 1940-41

Pillow Fight
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Activities
Torch Rally
Torch Rally from Government College Hyderabad to Press Club on 2nd October, 2017
Chief Guest: Honourable Jam Mehtab Dahr, Minister for Education & Literacy Department
Government of Sindh.
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Activities
One-Day Seminar
One-day Seminar On “Contribution of Government College Hyderabad in Uplifting Socio-Economic
Conditions of the Region” on 21st April, 2016 in Pearl Continental Hotel, Karachi being presided over
by H.E. Raja Pervez Ashraf, Former Prime Minister of Pakistan. Guests of Honour: Mr. Nisar Ahmed
Khuhro, Minister Education & Literacy Department.
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Activities
National Seerat-un-Nabi (PBUH) Conference
National Seerat-un-Nabi (PBUH) Conference on 24th November, 2016
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Activities
Inter-Collegiate National Songs
Competition - 0n 23rd March, 2017

Iqbal Fehmi
0n 23rd March, 2017
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Alumni
Association

Elected Presidents & General Secretaries
Alumni Association, Government College, Hyderabad
u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

1989-1991:
Dr. S. Qasimuddin (President)
Prof. Ishrat Ali (General Secretary)
1991-1993:
Prof. Dr. Azhar Hussain (President)
Prof. M. Idris Khan (General Secretary)
1993-1995:
Engr. Nasim A. Jafri (President)
Prof. Jamil A. Khanzada (General Secretary)
1995-1997:
Engr. M. Shafiq Awan (President)
Prof. Jamil A. Khanzada (General Secretary)
1997-1999:
Syed Zafar Abbas (President)
Prof. M. Umer Mangrio (General Secretary)
1999-2001:
Mr. Nazir Ahmed Khan (President)
Prof. M. Umer Mangrio (General Secretary)
2001-2003:
Mr. Shamim A. Khan (President)
Prof. Majiz uz Zafar Khan (Gen. Secretary)
2003-2005:
Syed Zafar Abbas (President)
Prof. M. Saleem Mughal (Gen. Secretary)
2005-2007:
Prof. M. Idris Khan (President)
Prof. M. Saleem Mughal (Gen. Secretary)
2007-2009:
Dr. A. Qadeer Malik (President)
Dr. Nasiruddin Shaikh (General Secretary)
2009-2011:
Prof. Jamil A. Khanzada (President)
Prof. Syed Shujat Ali (General Secretary)
2011-2013:
Mr. A. Rehman Rajput (President)
Prof. Nazir Ahmed Qasmi (General Secretary)
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Office Bearers and Members of Executive Committee
Alumni Association, Government College Hyderabad - 2015-2017

Office Bearers and Members of Executive Committee
Alumni Association, Government College Hyderabad - 2017-2019
u

2013-2015:
Mr. Emad Siddiqui (President)
Prof. Syed Najaf Raza (General Secretary)

u

2015-2017:
Prof. Majid uz Zafar Khan (President)
Prof. M. Saleem Mughal (General Secretary)

u

2017-2019:
Mr. A. Rehman Rajput (President)
Prof. Nazir Ahmed Qasmi (General Secretary)

Platinum Jubilee
Celebrations
(5th to 15th December 1994)

Patron-in-Chief

Syed Abdullah Shah
Chief Minister of Sindh (1993-1995)
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Bright
Phulelians

Dadi Leelawti

Rai Pertab Dialdas

Raja Pervez Asharaf

Syed Abdullah Shah

Justice (Retd) Ameer Hani Muslim

Mazhar ul Haq Siddiqui

Prof. Kalyan Bulchand Advani

Dr. Faiz Muhammad Khan

Ishrat Hussain

Muhammad Laiq Qureshi

Dr. A. Samad Shera

Kazi Asad Abid

Dr. N.K. Lohana

Abdul Hameed Sindhi

Muhammad Ali

Mustafa Qureshi

Dr. Ghulam Ali Alana

Shabir A. Khan

Prof. Dr. Zafar Hasnain Zaidi

Syed Sardar Ahmed
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Bright
Phulelians

Syed Qamar Zaman Shah

Prof. Dr. Abdul Qadir Ansari

Syed Ahmed Siddiqui

Dr. Raees M. Mushtaque

Prof. Dr. M. Jalisi

Ghulam Nabi Morai

Dr. Asadullah Kazi

Comrade Rochi Ram

Gul Muhammad Umrani

Pir Mazhar ul Haq

Syed Shabir Shah

Prof. Dr. Nasiruddin Shaikh

Apa Shams Abbasi

Dr. Jan Muhammad Memon

Prof. Apa Maryan Noohani

Muhammad Sharif Ansari

Dr. Suleman Shaikh

Dr. Qadeer Khanzada

Prof. Dr. Mujahid Siddiqui

Prof. Dr. M. Iqbal Bhangar
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Bright
Phulelians

Shams ul Haq Memon

Prof. Ishrat Ali

Dr. Syed Shahabuddin

Dr. Azhar Hussain

Iqbal Qureshi

Dr. Habiba Bux Jatoi

Pir Aftab Shah Jilani

Dr. Tanveer Abbasi

Agha Saleem

M. Shafiq Awan

Prof. Jameel Ahmed Khanzada

Prof. Idris Khan

Muhammad Suhail Rajput

A.J. Utam

Shamim Ahmed Siddiqui

Dr. A. Rehman Memon

Zahid Bhurgri

Dr. Abdul Rehman Mughal

Syed Ali Nawaz Shah

Dr. Nazeer Memon
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Bright
Phulelians

Muhammad Yasin Khan

Ghulam Rabbani Agro

Dr. Khalid Iqbal Talpur

Syed Ameer Ali Shah Jamot

Dr. Zaman Baloch

Dr. Abdul Aziz Leghari

Dr. Zakaullah Khan

Prof. Wahid Bux Shaikh

Syed Shafqat Shah Jamot

Muhammad Ali Diplai

Muhammad Saleem Rajput

Muhammad Idris Rajput

Emad Siddiqui

Dr. Shamsdin Ursani

Mirza Aslam Baig

Rana Irfan

Pir Amjad Shah Jilani

Prof. Majid Zafar Khkan

Prof. Umar Mangrio

Abdullah Vesser
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Bright
Phulelians

Qamar Ahmed

Ittat Hussain

Dr Iqbal Ahmed Shaikh

Syed Muttaui Hassan

Akhtar Hussain Askari

Syed Masroor Ali

Talat Iqbal

Muhammad Afzal Gujar

Abdul Rehman Rajput

Asif Hayat

Iqbal Hussain Bala

Abdul Tawab Shaikh

Prof. Nazeer Ahmed Qasmi

Prof. Saleem Mughal

Syed Mehfooz Ali

Syed Abid Ali

Umer Hayat

Syed Ishtiaq Shah

Maqsood Ahmed Qureshi

Syed Mehmood Ali
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(Footballer)

Teaching Faculty
2017
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GROUP PHOTO OF TEACHING FACULTY (2016-17)
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